
Metric Spaces and Topology
Lecture 5

Bet. In a metric space (X,d), a sequence (a) is said
H

j
to converse to xeXif Xneighbourhood of x,
Von xuEU. We devote this by himXu =

xor xn-x
n - 0

-

Obs.For a sequence (a) al xCX, TFAE (The Following Are
Equivalent):

(a) xn2x.
(b) #Ba(x) V8neIN XutBa(x) (replace neighbourhood by ball.
(c)d(xu,x) = 0.

Uniqueness of limit. The limit is unique in matric spaces.
Roof. Letxn + x u) xn ->x). It's enough to show I

d(x,x) < 3 for end 330 (the "give yourself of
room "trick). By Ariney., d(x,x1) =d(x, yn)+d(xy,*)
al for VOn, d(x,Xu)s3/2 ald(x1,Xul< Y/2, so

d(x,x,)<9/z +9/2 =9.



Obs. Any convergent sequence (a) is bounded, i.e.
diam (300,x,...3) < *<=7 ball B2(40,4,... ].

Proof. LetXuex. For 2.2, we know It diam)(xx,Xu+s...3)
22 Vih, so diam (3x0,4,...,Xu, Xn+1s ou3) =
2 +maxd(xx,Xn) < 8,by A-iney.

k=0

Examples, In (R, 5-8, E)"=0, but(1)"doesn'tcourage
although is bad, Xuzn doesn't correye in IR.

In IN IN, for any XEININ, x.i=(X(n) 12335...,
Xn-Xbaase &ball around Xis ofthe form

<X1r], so VuIN XuGCIN].

X Xu(i) =x(2)..
In NN, x+ X() Nicie

In IN IN, xn == 1000 ... doesn't

saveage,
N

In 2,x2x:=0000... -

x2p+1 ==1000.n.

then (xa) doesn'tcourage.

Prop / Closure via limit). For a metric
space (X, d) & YeX,5xxX,



xc => 7
sequence (ya) =Ys.t.y.-X.

Prof. * =>Wh,FynEYsuch that yetBI(x).
x Y Thus, by def, yetboredly,x)

-0.

E. F neighbourhood U of X, V*n XuCU, in
particular, Y9U+8, so xis an adherent point
toY, Hues xtT,

subsequences. Asubsequence (xun) ofa sequence (x)
is justanother sequence (y) where Ye=***)
for some strictly increasing sequence (na)
of natural numbers. In particular, MIR.

Prop. For a sequence (in) in a metric space (X,d)al xeX,
-

IFAE:

(1) Xut x
(2) f(xnp) -> x. false for a

(3) A partition of(a) into finetely may subsequences
as each ofthem converge

to x.

(4) Usubequence (un) & further subsequence (xnxe) -> X.



Proof. (D)=>(2) => (3). Trivial.

(3) => (1). This follows from the fact that
V.0P,(n.) 1 Vaz Pa(na) 1...1 NnePRLUR)
=>V*(P.(n)1Pr(n) 1 ... [PR(a)).
Roof. Take the maxof N,N.,..., Nk.)

(1) => (2). Trivial.
(h) => (D). We prove the contrapositive. Suppose (x)

doesn'tconverge to X. Then 5neighbourhooda..
.

.

. U of xs.7.79 xnkU. Then I subsequence
comprised of these indices) (xur) St. VLEN

XaxKU. By def, there is no subsequence
of(xur) not converges to X.

characterization of closed via limits. Set (x, d) be a metric
space

at letY2X. The iis closed off life at only iff
V(y))=Y UxtX if yn-> xthen xEY.

Proof. =>ht(yn) = Ybe sit. Jut4. Then A neighbourhood
DoFX, la YuCU so YNUFD, so xE
=Y base"is closed.

E. We need to show that =Y. Let xET



Men, by what we proved above, 5 (yn)<Y sit.

3.t*. But then xtYby our assumption.

Canrly sequences. A sequence (xu) in a metric space (xd)
is called Candy if the diameter of the tail
of the sequence converges to 0, i.e.

him dia (3xn,Xu+1,... 3) =0.

In other words, U2COINNyuzNdIxn, xml> 3.
In particular, diam (900,4,X2, ... 3) <8, so Carey
sequences are bounded.

Examples. Every convergent sequence is Candy.
Proof. By the triangle inequality.

Xn->xthen

d(xu,Xm)=d(x,x) +d(xm,x) when

40 30 (n,m3,000),

Asequence (x2) is called contractive if

7GC(0,)it. An d(xn+2, Xu+)=Gid(inn,Xn).



Yo

Exagle. Xo, x161R, Xo < X, 1 x2XnIXI
Xnxi
=i(Xn+1 +Xu), i.e. enh term is

the
average of

the previous two terms.

d(xn+2,Xu+1) =(xu+z- xn+1)=
= 12x+1 +Xu - xi+1)
=t(xy - xn+1) =Ed(Xu,Xy+1).

so (a) is contractive.

Pop.Cobrachivesesieresasense
d(Xn,xn+m) = d(Xu,xn+1) +d(xnx,Xa+2) +...

...
+d(xn +-1,Xn +m)

=d(Xu,xn+1) +Gd(x,xn+1) +
+ 2"d(xn, xn+1) +... +Gm-1d(xy,xax)

=d(x,xn+1). (1 +4 +12+.. +6"- 1)
=d(xm, xux). Ia-
<<"d(00,X). L ->0 asnes.

1 -2

counterexample for d(xu+z,xu+1) < d(xu+1, Xa). In IR,



xn ==y,tend(xn+2,xn+ 1) =2 1 =d(xn+1x)
but (Xn) doesn'tconverse.


